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Abstract
Users increasingly access Social Networking Services like Facebook using mobile devices.
The use of the Social Networking Services brings with it privacy issues. Several studies have
focused on users of desktop computers. However, few studies focus on access via mobile
applications. Thus, there is a gap in understanding how the use of mobile applications to
access Social Networking Services impact on the privacy-related behaviour of users. As a
first step to cover this gap, this paper explores mobile user interfaces of various Facebook
mobile applications in a systematic manner. Firstly a set of general user interface heuristic
principles are identified from the literature. This set is then explored through a privacy
lens, deriving good practice heuristics for privacy features of applications. Finally, the
privacy features of the iOS, Android and Blackberry Facebook applications are evaluated
using the derived list of privacy heuristics recommendations. The paper shows that
numerous shortcomings exist within privacy features of Facebook mobile applications.

Introduction
Social Networking Services (SNSs) have become one of the dominant services that are used on mobile
phones, ever since they were introduced to users as other alternatives of communicating with family and
friends (Wang, Jing, Jin, & Ma, 2013). These services introduced the ability to share or communicate
information with a large group of people at the same time. However, this also introduced some privacy
concerns amongst the users of the SNSs (boyd & Hargittai, 2010; Chakraborty, Vishik, & Rao, 2013).
From a list of SNS, Facebook is one of the services that seem to be at the centre of privacy issues.
Facebook started as a web-based desktop communicating platform which targeted students at Harvard
University in USA (boyd & Hargittai, 2010). However, after its success with the students, the SNS gained
popularity amongst other group of internet users. This led to the service being made available for the
general public of internet users in 2006 (Caers et al., 2013). Ever since Facebook was introduced to the
public, most people including researchers questioned privacy of the SNS. Initially privacy might have
been overlooked by the service provider, since it mainly focused on connecting people around the world.
However, after numerous privacy concerns and complaints from its users (Chakraborty et al., 2013; Egele,
Moser, Kruegelt, & Kirda, 2011), Facebook introduced an intervention in a form of privacy settings
(Nararatwong, Pongsupankij, Atchariyachanvanich, & Cooharojananone, 2013). These settings give the
users of Facebook the ability to control who they can share information with on the SNS. This means that
users can mitigate some privacy threats and they can have more control over their personal information
on Facebook (Roos, Solove, Rotenberg, & Privacy, 2010). However, they have control only if they decide to
make use of privacy settings (boyd & Hargittai, 2010).
Facebook users that access the SNS from mobile phones are equally exposed to privacy threats (Kisekka,
Bagchi-Sen, & Raghav Rao, 2013). Moreover, Facebook is accessible from various mobile applications
which are platform specific and developed using different tools (Facebook Developers, n.d.).
It is important to look at the difference between these Facebook applications in order to identify and
understand possible influences on the use of privacy setting by mobile users. This paper aims to answer
the following research question:
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What are usability shortcomings of privacy features on the iOS, Android and Blackberry Facebook
applications?
The rest of the sections of this paper are organized as follows. The next section discusses the research
design used on the study, followed by a discussion on user interface heuristic evaluations. Next, the
privacy heuristics recommendations are discussed by stating some of the general usability issues that exist
on computer systems as well as the privacy heuristics recommendations that can be used to resolve the
issues. Thereafter, the shortcomings of the privacy features of the iOS, Android and Blackberry Facebook
mobile applications are presented. This is then followed by a discussion of the findings of the heuristic
evaluation of the Facebook privacy features and the conclusion.

Research Design
The main research question is answered by heuristically evaluating various Facebook mobile applications.
This is achieved through the use of a literature survey and a comparative study as research methods.
A literature survey is used to identify the appropriate heuristic evaluation principles. It also helps with
deriving a list of heuristics for user interfaces for privacy settings.
The comparative study is conducted to analyse the appearance of the privacy settings as features of three
Facebook mobile applications. Screenshots of the privacy features on the various applications are used to
compare the features. The findings of analysis are evaluated using a list of privacy good practices that
were produced.
Figure 1 depicts the three steps of the research design. The first step is to identify a set of heuristic
evaluation principles from literature. The second step is to explore the guidelines through a privacy lens,
so as to develop a list of good practices. The third step is to observe the privacy features of the iOS,
Android and Blackberry Facebook applications and to evaluate the findings using the list of privacy good
practices. This is done to observe if the Facebook applications are aligned with the list of good practices.
From the observation, privacy usability shortcomings that exist from the privacy features are identified
and explored.

Figure 1: Research Design

Heuristic Evaluation
There is a lot that goes into designing a user interface for a website or computer program. An important
stage of the design process is the usability evaluation of the interface. This is done to evaluate the ease of
use of the functions of a website or program and to assess how efficiently the intended users can perform
tasks on the produced product. The usability evaluation of a user interface can be done using various
techniques (Nielsen, 1994; Gómez, Caballero, & Sevillano, 2014; Po, Howard, Vetere, & Skov, 2004) and
one of them is called a heuristic evaluation.
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This technique is usually conducted by user interface experts using a checklist of principles or guidelines
(Nielsen, 1994). However, this can also be used by anyone to inspect the usability of their computer
system. A number of heuristic evaluation principles exist on the internet and also in literature (Gómez et
al., 2014; Pinelle, Wong, & Stach, 2008).
However, some of the existing principles are mapped from the principles by Nielsen (1995). Hence, the
study of this paper also adopted the ten Usability Heuristic Principles by Nielsen (1995) (see Table 1) as a
baseline to evaluate the three Facebook mobile applications.

Table 1: User Interface Heuristics Principles by Nielsen
Principles

Definitions

1. Visibility of system status

The system should always keep users informed about what is
going on, through appropriate feedback within reasonable
time.

2. Match between system and the real
world

The system should speak the users' language, with words,
phrases and concepts familiar to the user, rather than
system-oriented terms. Follow real-world conventions,
making information appear in a natural and logical order.

3. User control and freedom

Users often choose system functions by mistake and will need
a clearly marked "emergency exit" to leave the unwanted
state without having to go through an extended dialogue.
Support undo and redo.

4. Consistency and standards

Users should not have to wonder whether different words,
situations, or actions mean the same thing. Follow platform
conventions.

5. Error prevention

Even better than good error messages is a careful design
which prevents a problem from occurring in the first place.

6. Recognition rather than recall

Make objects, actions, and options visible. The user should
not have to remember information from one part of the
dialogue to another. Instructions for use of the system should
be visible or easily retrievable whenever appropriate.

7. Flexibility and efficiency of use

Accelerators – unseen by the novice user – may often speed
up the interaction for the expert user such that the system
can cater to both inexperienced and experienced users. Allow
users to tailor frequent actions.

8. Aesthetic and minimalist design

Dialogues should not contain information which is irrelevant
or rarely needed. Every extra unit of information in a
dialogue competes with the relevant units of information and
diminishes their relative visibility.

9. Help users recognize, diagnose, and
recover from errors

Error messages should be expressed in plain language (no
codes), precisely indicate the problem, and constructively
suggest a solution.
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10. Help and documentation

Even though it is better if the system can be used without
documentation, it may be necessary to provide help and
documentation. Any such information should be easy to
search, focus on the user's task, list concrete steps to be
carried out, and not be too large.

The ten Usability Heuristic Principles were constructed to help website developers and experts to evaluate
the usability of their websites. They are now also used to evaluate systems and mobile applications and
they are widely used by researchers and software developers (Gómez et al., 2014; Baker & Sun, 2014;
Labuschagne, Veerasamy, Burke, & Elo, 2011). Hence we decided to adopt them too.
The Usability Heuristic Principles suggested by Nielsen (Nielsen, 1995) provide a holistic approach to
solving issues of web design by pointing out what developers need to consider when they develop systems
or websites. They can also use the heuristics as a guide to evaluate the usability of their website before
they are made available to users.
Furthermore, developers can also use the principles to formulate a checklist to help with evaluating the
usability. Conducting a heuristic evaluation for a website can help to make it successful and to make it
easy to use for all sets of users. This is a cheaper way of making sure a website is developed in a proper
way, without getting expensive professional help and it also helps to prevent having to redesign a website
or system because of usability issues.
However, due to the evolving capabilities of mobile phones, user interface heuristics have also been
considered to help improve the design of mobile websites and applications.
The ten principles are not discussed in full detail in this paper, however Table 1 summarizes them and a
later section will elaborate at some issues specifically within the mobile privacy context.

Privacy Heuristics Recommendations
When it comes to usability there are many issues that make it easy to evaluate if a system, website or
application is not usable. This section starts with discussing the general issues that can be found within
the ten user interface heuristic principles which are explained in Table 1. The issues are discussed as
General Issues and they are followed by a discussion of user interface heuristics that need to be
considered to cater for privacy. These user interface heuristics that pertain to privacy options will be
called privacy heuristics recommendations. These are mapped from the ten user interface heuristic
principles (Nielsen, 1995).

Visibility of system status
General Issues: Unclear indication of system pages and positions that make it impossible for the user to
see what is happening on the system or on the background. This also includes the lack of user feedback
after an action or input when the system is busy processing the inputs. Another issue is having a system
that has unclear or confusing buttons, menu options or icons.
Privacy Heuristics Recommendations: To resolve visibility in terms of privacy, the default settings need to
be visible and clear. This can be done with the use of clear labels and icons. It must also be easy for all
users to locate privacy options and they should also be given feedback (notification or confirmation) after
they have customized the privacy options of the system.

Match between system and the real world
General Issues: Poor interpretation of the real world, due to a poor design of a system. The language of the
system fails to cater for all its potential users (experienced and inexperienced) and the lack of familiar or
common language phrase on a system.
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Privacy Heuristics Recommendations: Privacy options must make natural or logical sense. The names of
privacy options should be easy to understand and they must be easy to interpret for all users of the
system.

User control and freedom
General Issues: The issue of not having back buttons on all system pages and having inputs that cannot be
reversed. Systems that do not cater for input mistakes, where a user cannot delete an input that they
performed accidentally. Lastly, systems that do not have undo or redo abilities.
Privacy Heuristics Recommendations: Systems need to have changeable or customizable privacy options.
They need to also offer restrictive privacy options by default to protect new and inexperienced users of a
system. The options should also be easy to customize and user information should be hidden, where
possible.

Consistency and standards
General Issues: Systems that have unfamiliar platform or interface designs (follow no familiar design
structures). They do not have clear user guides (unclear labels and icons). Systems that are based on no
existing design standards and they have inconsistent labels or icons, more especially when they are
available in various platform or mediums.
Privacy Heuristics Recommendations: The systems need to have a consistent layout of the privacy options
if it is to be implemented in different platforms (whether it is on desktop or mobile). They should have
familiar privacy options (icons and labels). Privacy options in systems must be in line with existing
privacy standards (e.g. (Cavoukian, 2009)).

Error prevention
General Issues: Systems have designs that do not cater for errors. Nothing on the design has been done to
prevent possible system errors and it makes it impossible to prevent errors.
Privacy Heuristics Recommendations: Systems need to have proactive and preventative designs, which
mean that they should not wait for privacy threats to occur (Cavoukian, 2009). Privacy should be offered
as a default for inexperienced and new users, and the information of users should be protected
automatically.

Recognition rather than recall
General Issues: Users have to recall the differences between icons that are used on a system. This happens
when a system makes use of icons that are not labelled and that are not used by other similar systems.
There is the issue of difficulty in locating system settings, where a user might be required to have prior
knowledge to get settings. This knowledge is also needed to move between pages of a system.
Privacy Heuristics Recommendations: Systems need to have recognizable privacy options (icons and
labels) that are used universally. A user might recognize a label or icon from a familiar system and if they
notice a similar feature they are more likely to know what it does. Privacy options must not require prior
knowledge to locate or to customize. Systems should be simplified to help any user to locate the privacy
options.

Flexibility and efficiency of use
General Issues: Systems that do not have shortcut options for expert users, who know how to use the
system and they use it frequently. Shortcuts help this set of users to use the system in a more simplified
manner, instead of going through many pages. There are also systems that fail to cater for both
inexperienced and experienced users, as their design layouts only focus on one set of users instead of
both.
Privacy Heuristics Recommendations: A good system should have shortcuts to access privacy options for
experienced users as well as an easy layout, which is more descriptive and has more detail, for new users
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who want to access privacy options. It should have clear privacy options, which cater for both
inexperienced and experienced users.

Aesthetic and minimalist design
General Issues: Systems that have irrelevant information on their pages and that do not make use of icons
to help to simplify the user interface. If the icons exist they are used badly or inappropriately.
Privacy Heuristics Recommendations: Information on pages of a system must be used to help simplify
and improve the selection of privacy options. A system should make good use of icons to help simplify
privacy options and it should make use of recognizable icons to represent privacy options.

Help users recognize, diagnose, and recover from errors
General Issues: Systems that have error messages that are in computer codes instead a human language,
and unclear error messages which are difficult to understand.
Privacy Heuristics Recommendations: Privacy related error messages must be well communicated in a
system and a system should help users to diagnose privacy issues and to recover from any privacy errors.

Help and documentation
General Issues: Systems that do not have a help button and do not have relevant documents to explain
how the system operates.
Privacy Heuristics Recommendations: A good system has documentation that will help to clarify privacy
threats that the system and its users are vulnerable too.

Shortcomings of Facebook Mobile Privacy Features
User interfaces of mobile applications should ideally be the same throughout all platforms that they have
been deployed in. This can help with the usability of an application, as experienced users can easily use it
on any mobile platform without having to learn how to use it on a different platform.
However, there seems to be some shortcomings that exist in the privacy features of the Facebook mobile
application. Facebook has a native mobile application which users can download and install in various
platforms. However, the user interface of the application is not the same in the different platforms.
Focusing on the privacy features, the Facebook mobile application is evaluated using privacy good
practices which were derived from general user interface heuristic principles. This section discusses the
shortcomings of the privacy features of the iOS, Android and Blackberry Facebook applications, which
were observed from the evaluation of the features (see Table 2).
The criteria used for the evaluation was as follows. If a privacy feature is fairly aligned with a privacy
heuristic recommendation, it was represented by two ticks (üü). However, if not, one tick (ü) was used.
If an implication was not applicable for the feature then a dash (-) was used. If the implication was not
catered for in the feature, then it was left blank.
The screenshots and photos that are used for the study of this paper were captured between the 14th and
the 20th of June 2014.
The first subsection discusses the shortcomings of the two privacy features (namely Status Update Privacy
Audience Selector and General Privacy Settings) on the iOS Facebook application. Thereafter another
subsection discusses the shortcomings of these features on the Android Facebook application and the last
subsection will discuss their shortcomings on the Blackberry Facebook application. The discussion is
structured as follows. For each of the selected mobile platforms, shortcomings of the Status Update
Privacy Audience Selector privacy feature will be discussed, followed by the shortcomings of the General
Privacy Settings privacy feature of the various mobile applications as they are evaluated using privacy
good practices.
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iOS
Status Update Privacy Audience Selector: This feature of the iOS Facebook application appeared
differently from both the Android and Blackberry application (see Fig. 2). This revealed that the Facebook
application was inconsistent on the selected mobile platforms and this could be a problem for users that
are using Facebook from various Facebook applications.

Figure 2: iOS Facebook Privacy Audience Selector
General Privacy Settings: The navigation bar of the application is placed at the bottom (where the menu
button is located), which is not what most users would expect as it is usually placed at the top in most
systems. This could affect the consistency and standard heuristic principle of the Facebook application.
The menu button, which is depicted in Fig. 3, is labeled with the word More instead of the word Menu.
This could confuse some new and inexperienced users as most mobile platforms and applications use
Menu or Options rather than More. This could also affect the visibility of the button, which is the initial
step or button to the General Privacy Settings feature.

Android
Status Update Privacy Audience Selector: The Android Facebook application, as depicted in Fig. 4, is
missing a cancel button on this feature, which is highly visible on the iOS application. This is a button that
users would want to use when they no longer want to write a status update. The absence of the button
could affect the control and freedom of the user, as well as the consistency of the application. However,
the user can still use the back button on the actual Android application as a cancel button. This could be
the reason why it exists on the Facebook application of the iOS platform, as it does not have a back button
on the actual platform.
However, it would be good to have the button on all Facebook mobile applications for inexperienced
users. Another issue with this feature of the application is that the currently default privacy audience
group is displayed using an icon only and it is placed in the bottom left corner of the page. This could
affect the visibility of the privacy option, as users would not see or understand what the icon is for. Only
experienced users would know which icon means what, as the application fails to cater for inexperienced
users. When it comes to the list of privacy audience groups, the application fails to tell the user which
audience group is the currently selected.
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Table 2: Summary of Heuristic Evaluation of Privacy Features on the iOS, Android and
Blackberry Facebook Applications
Privacy Heuristics Recommendations

Privacy Audience

General Privacy

Selector

Settings

iOS

Android

Blackberry

iOS

Android

Blackberry

Clear default privacy status

üü

ü

ü

-

-

-

Clear or easy to locate privacy options

üü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

User feedback (notification or confirmation)
after customizing privacy options

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

Privacy options make natural or logical sense

üü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

Names of privacy
understand

to

üü

üü

üü

üü

üü

ü

Privacy options can be interpreted by all users
of the system

üü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

Changeable privacy options

üü

üü

üü

üü

üü

ü

üü

ü

ü

üü

üü

ü

Familiar privacy options (icons and labels)

üü

ü

ü

üü

üü

ü

Privacy options or methods in line with
privacy standards

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

üü

ü

ü

ü

ü

üü

Recognizable privacy options (icons and
labels)

üü

ü

ü

üü

üü

ü

Privacy options do not require
knowledge to find and to customize

üü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

Existence of shortcuts to access privacy
options

-

-

-

üü

üü

ü

Clear privacy options (does cater for both
inexperienced and experienced users)

üü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

Information

ü

ü

ü

üü

üü

ü

options

are

easy

Privacy offered by default
Easy to customize privacy settings offered by
default
User information can be hidden
Consistent layout of the privacy options on
different platforms

Proactive design (does not wait for privacy
threats to occur)
Preventative design
Privacy offered as a default for inexperienced
users
User’s information automatically protected
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improve the selection of privacy options
Recognizable icons represent privacy options

üü

üü

ü

üü

üü

ü

Privacy
related
communicated

üü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

message

are

well

System can diagnose privacy issues
Documentation exist to help clarify privacy
threats that the system and its users are
vulnerable to

Figure 3: iOS Facebook General Privacy Settings
Furthermore, the application does not have a cancel or a done button on the page with the list of privacy
audience groups like it does on the iOS Facebook application. The fact that the currently selected default
privacy audience group is not marked and there is no done button could affect the error prevention
heuristic principle on the application, as a user can accidentally change their default privacy audience
group and not see it.
General Privacy Settings: The menu button of the application has an icon only, whereas the iOS Facebook
application has a label in addition to the icon. This could make the menu button unclear to new and
inexperienced users, as they might not recognize what it is for. This could affect the visibility, consistency,
recognition, flexibility and efficiency of the privacy features.
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Figure 4: Android Facebook Privacy Audience Selector
The position of the Privacy Shortcuts option (as depicted in Fig. 5) is an issue, as it is placed at the bottom
of the list of options. This is not ideal, as a shortcut is expected to be at the top of the list for experienced
users to get it easily. Another issue is the position of Help Centre option, which users can use to search for
any privacy related issues. It is also at the bottom of the list of options.

Blackberry
Status Update Privacy Audience Selector: The Blackberry Facebook application has the same issue as the
Android application, where the default privacy audience group is presented with only an icon and is also
placed at the bottom corner of the page on the feature. As it had been stated earlier with the Android
application, this could affect the visibility of the privacy feature.
When it comes to the list of the privacy audience groups (depicted in Fig.6) there is no link between the
name and the icon of the privacy audience group on the main page. The list only consists of the names of
the various privacy audience groups without their respectful icons. This could make it hard for the user to
know which icons map to which name. In addition to this issue, the currently selected default privacy
audience group is not marked on the list, and this could also make it difficult to identify it. Furthermore,
there is no button to help users to confirm the privacy audience groups they might have selected to avoid
accidentally changing the privacy settings. All of these shortcomings affect visibility, recognition,
minimalist design, error prevention and other heuristic principles.
General Privacy Settings: The menu button of the Blackberry Facebook application is represented with an
icon only, just like the Android application. Another issue is that there is a Settings option as a main
option and under it there is also an Options sub-option, which could be confusing for some users as these
usually mean the same thing. Options is the same as Menu in some systems and the iOS and Android
application use Settings and Account Settings as opposed to Options. This could affect the consistency of
the privacy feature on the Facebook mobile application.
A major issue of the Blackberry application, which is depicted in Fig. 7, is that when either the Privacy
Settings or the Account Settings option is selected the user is redirected to the Facebook mobile website
on the web browser of the mobile phone. This then forces the user to login on their Facebook account,
before they can customize their privacy settings through the General Privacy Settings feature. In a case
where there is already a user logged in on Facebook through the web browser, the user will be directed to
the privacy settings. However, Facebook does not verify which user is currently logged in on the web
browser and this could lead to a user customizing privacy settings of another user, in a case where a
mobile phone is shared between users.
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Figure 5: Android Facebook General Privacy settings

Figure 6: Blackberry Facebook Privacy Audience Selector
This section discussed the observation of the privacy features on the iOS, Android and Blackberry
Facebook applications and shortcomings were identified from the evaluation of the Status Update
Audience Selector and the General Privacy Settings features. The shortcomings were identified using the
derived checklist of good privacy heuristics recommendations. The following section discusses the
shortcomings found.

Findings
The evaluation of privacy features of Facebook mobile applications showed that there are number of
shortcomings that can be addressed by developers. The shortcomings are summarised in Table 3.
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Figure 7: Blackberry Facebook General Privacy Settings
Shortcomings 1 - 9 were observed from the privacy features of the iOS, Android and Blackberry Facebook
applications and we believe they can be addressed with relative ease. Shortcomings 10 - 18 are present by
virtue of omission. We could not observe such behaviour, but believe that it will be beneficial. However,
we also recognize that the implications of some of these are fundamental and will not be easy to
implement. Shortcomings 10 - 18 are therefore listed, but not further discussed. The discussion of
shortcomings 1 - 9 will also include suggestions for the developers of the Facebook mobile applications, to
help them resolve the identified shortcomings.
Firstly, the default privacy status of the Android and Blackberry Facebook application appeared to be
unclear from the Status Update Audience Selector feature (shortcoming 1). Only icons are used to display
the currently selected default privacy setting, but some users would not know what the icons represent.
It would be a good idea to label the default privacy settings with the full name of the privacy audience
group and the corresponding icon and place it at the top of the page rather the bottom to make it more
visible and clear to all users. The iOS Facebook application (see Figure 2) is a good example of this.
Secondly, the location of the privacy options was somewhat unclear on some the applications
(shortcoming 2). This observation is made from the fact that the privacy options were represented using
only icons, instead of icons and labels, on the Android and Blackberry Facebook applications. This could
make it difficult to locate the privacy options.
Thirdly, the placement of some privacy options seems not to follow the logic of options or settings of other
existing systems or applications (shortcoming 3). Two privacy features were placed at the bottom of the
pages on the Android and Blackberry Facebook applications on one of features. They were also placed at
the bottom of a long list of other options of the second feature on all three Facebook applications.
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To resolve shortcoming 2 and 3, the privacy options should be placed at the top of the page of the feature
and also at the top of the list of all the options that the Facebook applications have.
Furthermore, some of privacy options seem not to be easily interpretable for all users (shortcoming 4).
The use of icons only appeared to be catering for experienced users that know what each of the icons
means. Inexperienced users could struggle to interpret the icons. The privacy options of the all Facebook
mobile applications need to cater for all users.

Table 3: Summary of the Identified Usability Shortcomings
No.

Identified Usability Shortcomings

1.

The default privacy status of the Status Update Audience Selector feature seemed
to be unclear on some of the applications

2.
3.

The location of the privacy options was unclear on some of the applications
The placement of the some privacy options seemed not to be following the logic of
options or settings of other existing systems or applications

4.

Some of privacy options seemed not to be easily interpretable for all users

5.

The privacy options fail to cater for both inexperienced and experienced users at
the same time

6.

Some of the privacy options seemed to be unrecognizable

7.

Privacy related messages seemed not to be well communicated on the privacy
options
Privacy options seemed to require prior knowledge to locate and
customize on some of the applications
The privacy options seemed not to be strictly aligned to existing privacy standards
There seemed to be no user feedback (notification or confirmation) after the
customization of privacy options on all the applications

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15
16.
17.
18.

It could not be observed whether user information was being hidden or not on the
privacy options
The design of privacy options appeared not to be proactive and only a select few of
the options seem to be preventative
It could not be observed if restrictive privacy options were being offered as a
default for inexperienced users
It could not be observed if user information was automatically protected
The layout of the privacy options appeared to be inconsistent on the different
applications
Existing privacy options appear not to offer any restrictive privacy audience group
as a default
It could not be observed if the applications could diagnose privacy issues from
their privacy options
There seemed to be no documentation that exists to help clarify privacy on the
privacy options

Moreover, the privacy options fail to cater for both inexperienced and experienced users at the same time
(shortcoming 5). This shortcoming is similar to shortcoming 4. The privacy options seemed not to have a
balance in catering for both experienced and inexperienced users. Shortcuts existed on the General
Privacy Settings feature of the application to cater for experienced users. However, the other evaluated
feature was did provide clear detail for inexperienced users.
The privacy options used on Facebook should be designed to support both experiences and inexperienced
users by making good use of labels, icons and shortcuts and placing them to be visible to all users.
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Some of the privacy options also seemed to be a bit unrecognizable (shortcoming 6). This is as the result
of having icons that are not mapped to their names or descriptions. The default privacy setting on the
Status Update Audience Selector feature on the Blackberry application was displayed using only the
privacy audience icon. However, on the list of the privacy audience groups the names appeared without
any icons. So, a user is unlikely to recognise which icon maps to with which name.
The privacy options of the Facebook applications should have consistent icons and names, and the icons
and labels that are used should be the same as those used by other similar systems to make them more
recognisable.
Furthermore, privacy related messages seemed not to be well communicated on the privacy options
(shortcoming 7). This was observed as only the iOS Facebook application had some privacy messages to
aid the user. An example of such a message is also depicted on Figure 2. The privacy options from other
Facebook application seemed not to have a messaging system for the user of the privacy options.
Privacy options should always have messages to aid users on how to use the privacy settings and also to
warn them when they customize settings.
The privacy options seemed to require prior knowledge to locate and customize on some of the
applications (shortcoming 8). A user needs to have some prior knowledge to know where to get the
privacy settings also to know what the icons mean. The Facebook privacy options should be made to be
more accessible to users by making sure that they are highly visible to all users.
Lastly, the privacy options seem not to be strictly aligned with existing privacy standards (shortcoming 9).
Privacy standards, like the Privacy By Design Principles (Cavoukian, 2009), provide system designers
with guidelines that they can follow to make sure that they cater for privacy in their system and as well as
system options. However, the privacy features of the iOS, Android and Blackberry Facebook applications
seemed not to be aligned to all guideline set by the standard.
The developers need to ensure that their applications are designed using privacy standards so as to
integrate privacy requirement on their systems.

Conclusion
Understanding the use of Facebook privacy settings by mobile phone users is important, as these are the
only tools that are available to help mobile users to prevent or mitigate privacy threats on SNS. These
settings need to be usable for all users of the SNS and they should be easily accessible. This will help users
to have control over their personal information when they access SNSs from their mobile phones.
The set of privacy heuristics recommendations that are derived in this paper and the shortcomings that
were identified from the privacy features of the iOS, Android and Blackberry Facebook applications can be
used to understand mobile users’ behavior with regards to privacy settings. Although usability of the
privacy features are by no means the only factors influencing the use of privacy features on mobile
devices, consideration of the heuristics by developers can assist in ensuring that the usability of the
features is not a major stumbling block.
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